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Abstract: A large variety of complaint reports reflect subjective information
expressed by citizens. A key challenge of text summarization for complaint
reports is to ensure the factual consistency of generated summary. There-
fore, in this paper, a simple and weakly supervised framework considering
factual consistency is proposed to generate a summary of city-based com-
plaint reports without pre-labeled sentences/words. Furthermore, it considers
the importance of entity in complaint reports to ensure factual consistency
of summary. Experimental results on the customer review datasets (Yelp
and Amazon) and complaint report dataset (complaint reports of Shenyang
in China) show that the proposed framework outperforms state-of-the-art
approaches in ROUGE scores and human evaluation. It unveils the effective-
ness of our approach to helping in dealing with complaint reports.
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1 Introduction

Complaint reports of urban management problems, like the 311 hotlines in US cities, have been
established by specific government branch [1]. Complaint reports range from large-scale trouble,
containing air pollution, vital infrastructure, etc. In order to guarantee the welfare of city residents, it is
an essential task for urban managers to effectively and timely solve the problems in complaint reports
[2]. Moreover, nearly 400 employees need to record and dispose of 10,000 daily hotline complaints in
a city. Needless to say, one would not expect the accuracy and consistency of disposal results with this
method, as the results solely rely on the experiences of uncertain 400 employees. Therefore, automatic
text summarization helps establish a frontier to address the problem which is numerous unreliable
complaint data labels. These complaint reports should be generated in a shorter version and downsized
for easier understanding. As a result, it is desirable to propose an automatic summarization model. It
can create a summary of complaint reports published by the government department.

Complaint reports are distinct from reviews or opinions. Firstly, a review or opinion (Twitter,
Amazon and Weibo) describes a product or event. On the contrary, complaint reports reflect real-time
and spatially explicit urban problems which are fine-grained. Secondly, the sentimental polarity of a
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review is positive, neutral or negative while that of complaint reports almost is negative. Meanwhile,
a customer may seek reviews before purchasing a product or gaining an attitude concerning an
event. A citizen writes a complaint report to the related website or hotline, and aim to timely solve
the existing problem. Considering the difference between the review and complaint reports, it is
confusing to easily evaluate and mine the deep information in complaint reports. The purpose of
complaint reports is to define an automatic tool that can extract salient information in favor of solving
existing problems. Therefore, automatic text summarization can significantly help in benefiting from
the semantic information to obtain the salient content. In essence, after producing a summary of
complaint reports, the related department can timely and effectively deal with the existing problem.
To our knowledge, no study has focused on summarization of complaint reports.

In general, complaint summarization can be extractive, i.e., obtained by identifying the top-k
salient sentences from the original text, or abstractive, generated by complaint scratch. However,
the selected sentences for extractive summarization contain irrelevant and redundant information.
Additionally, the coherence of extracted sentences is weak for extractive summarization models.
Meanwhile, an abstractive summary of opinions, reviews, etc. gives a better result than the extractive
summarization model. Therefore, an abstractive model is utilized for complaint reports.

The state-of-the-art abstractive summarization models contain lexical, semantic, and syntactic
levels along with discourse processing. The selected features [3], rating those features [4] and sentence
identification that contains features [5] should be included in the task of complaint reports sum-
marization. Previous researches [6–8] on abstractive summarization show that sequence-to-sequence
model, also known as the encoder-decoder model, makes the performance of summarization model
continuously improved. After Rush et al. [9] apply the encoder-decoder framework to abstractive
summarization, they propose an abstractive summarization with a basic attention mechanism. The
most significant advantage of the model is the utilization of powerful attention mechanism and beam
search strategy [10]. Following these researches, the hierarchical encoder-decoder models [11–13] have
shown strong performance in document language tasks. Although the language models of abstractive
summarization have obtained success in model performance, abstractive summarization model still
exhibits two limitations:

1. Factual consistency problem. Even with the existing abstractive models enabling a better sum-
mary result for each complaint text, the further problem of factual consistency is encountered
in generated summary.

2. Label absence problem. Similar to review summarization, complaint data lacks gold-standard
summaries. To address these issues, a novel framework for complaint report summarization
task is proposed. Specifically, the structure of complaint report is defined in this paper. Based
on the summary structure, the combination of entity and intention is proposed as the label of
complaint report. Moreover, fact corrector is utilized in order to keep the factual consistency
of complaint reports. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. Entity-based abstractive model. Different from previous literature focused on generated sum-
maries, an entity-based abstractive model is proposed which ensures factual consistency in the
generated summaries.

2. A weakly supervised model. For the problem of label absence and unreliable data, a weakly
supervised model with combination strategy is proposed to reduce human-labeled costs for
complaint report summarization.

3. Generalization of the proposed model. In order to demonstrate the generalization of the
proposed model, we evaluate the proposed model on universal review datasets (Yelp and
Amazon) and the real complaint data in Shenyang, one of the biggest cities in China.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is firstly discussed con-
cerning abstractive summarization. We then demonstrate our framework in Section 3. The experiments
and analysis are presented in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Automatic summarization has been an active area of research. Summary generation heavily relies
on human-engineered features such as manual-labeled summaries [14–17]. Within the gold-standard
summary, abstractive model has the copy ability from the original document. Recent researches that
use standard transformers to deal with abstractive summarization. The hierarchical structure is to
construct the local and global information separately focusing on the semantic features [6,18]. In
order to improve the factual consistency of generated summary, Ziqiang et al. [19] propose a fact-
aware summarization model with open information extraction and dependency parse technology.
Zhu et al. [20] consider the factual relations with graph attention to generating summary.

However, the labeled training data is expensive to acquire. To solve the problem that lacks
labeled data, abstractive summarization model mainly focuses on creating a synthetic “review-
summary” dataset. Recent researches [16,17] utilize end-to-end, neural network architecture based
on autoencoder to perform unsupervised summarization for product reviews without unlabeled
data. Firstly, Opinosis [21] is the early abstractive model which applies the structure of graph to
eliminate redundancy. Following Opinosis, MeanSum [16] applies the autoencoder model with self-
reconstruction loss to learn the feature of reviews and aggregates review features to produce the
corresponding summary. Subsequently, Suhara et al. [15] expect that the opinion span can be capable
to reconstruct the original review, and establish the sequence-to-sequence samples based on this idea.
Following the opinion span, Bražinskas et al. [17] apply the Variation AutoEncoder (VAE) [22] instead
of the vanilla autoencoder to facilitate the correlation between summary and reviews. The model
achieves a salient performance. Recently, Amplayo et al. [23] conduct the content planning induction to
extract the representative review as the pseudo-summary, and reverse to align corresponding reviews.
The approach converts the unsupervised scenario to a supervised scenario. Meanwhile, indirect signals
(text category and title) are available to select the salient sentences for text extractive summarization
as a byproduct of supervised model based on attention mechanism [14]. Similar to their works [14,24],
we utilize sequence-to-sequence structure as the basic generated model with weakly human-engineered
features. Compared to the above approaches, our proposed model relies on the powerful generator
without consideration of hierarchical latent features and explicit summary modeling, shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The characteristic of previous researches

Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Opinosis Opinosis is a flexible framework in that
many of its modules can be easily improved
or replaced with other suitable
implementations.

Since Opinosis is domain-independent and
relies on minimal external resources, it
cannot group sentences at a deep semantic
level.

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Methods Advantages Disadvantages

OpinionDigest The model based on sentiment analysis
model can filter the selected opinions
according to their aspect and/or sentiment.

OpinionDigest may still generate
redundant phrases in the summary. The
summaries discuss the specified aspect
partially, or not at all.

MeanSum The framework considers the mean of the
representations of input reviews. It decodes
into a reasonable summary-review while
does not rely on any review-specific
features.

MeanSum does not provide an
unsupervised solution for the more difficult
(as there are fewer redundancy cues) single
document summarization problem.

CopyCat The approach controls the “amount of
novelty” to go into the new review. The
novelty is forced to minimum. The
generated text reflects consensus opinions.

Vanilla autoencoder in this approach
struggles to properly represent the variety
of categories under a single prior. For
example, reviews about a sweater can result
in a summary about socks.

PlanSum PlanSum with content planning not only
yields an output of higher quality, but also
allows the creation of synthetic datasets
which are more natural, resembling
real-world document-summary pairs.

The approach can not recognize the specific
information from reviews. With the length
of reviews increasing, the performance may
decrease.

Ours Our proposed model is a simple and weakly
supervised framework. The specific
information can be retained in generated
summary.

The setting of summary structure is
considered for different domains.

3 Modeling Approach

In order to satisfy the factual consistency of generated summarization and label the summary for
complaint reports, we consider that complaint summary contains two parts: (1) The location, person
and organization (named entities) represent the essential and specific information of complaint report.
(2) Intention (the existing problem), different from the problem category, is a fine-grained problem.
Based on the structure of complaint summary, the combination of entity and intention is proposed
to construct the label of complaint summary. Moreover, indirect information is explicitly utilized
as the intention of complaint report. The fact corrector and Named Entity Recognition (NER) are
utilized to prevent the proposed model generate incorrect information. Therefore, the proposed weakly
supervised model consists of four main components: (1) entity extraction from original complaint text,
(2) intention generation, (3) summarization generation and (4) fact corrector. The overall architecture
of the weakly supervised summarization model is described in Fig.1.

3.1 Problem Definition

Let D denote a set of Chinese complaint reports within an entity set
{
e1, e2, . . . , e|D|

}
. For each

complaint report d, which contains a sequence of words d = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}, we define an entity set
{e1, e2, ..., ed}. For each entity ei, entity set contains entity location eL and entity type eT . Moreover, we
define indirect information I = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} of d, which is shorter than complaint reports.

For each complaint report, our task is to abstractively generate a summary S, which contains the
most salient information. Previous abstractive models never explicitly deal with entity and indirect
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information. On the contrary, we further assume that entity and indirect information can represent
a summary of complaint reports. The combination information of complaint report is considered as
the core of our framework, as described in the following sections and illustrated in Fig. 1. Finally, the
gold-standard summary is not utilized since these do not exist in the most domain.
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the proposed model

3.2 Entity Extraction

NER has been studied to extract explicit entities [25–28]. We follow existing models to obtain an
entity set E for each review. A pre-trained NER model [29] is utilized to extract entities, shown in Fig. 2.
We finetune the pre-trained NER as our entity extractor model. Similar to word embedding of machine
translation [30] and text generation [31], entity extraction based on Chinese character embedding
can be pre-trained on a large number of Chinese corpora. In entity extraction module, BiLSTM-
CRF of pre-trained NER model can adequately represent semantic information for entity extraction.
Meanwhile, Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) is to learn character-based word
representation. Conditional Random Field (CRF) can capture the dependencies in sequences. After
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the processing of pre-trained NER, the entity set of each complaint report is generated, which contains
three parts: (1) entity name, such as the Shenhai District, Dongfanghejing Community. (2) location of
entity and (3) entity types (contain location, person and organization).

Figure 2: The structure of pretrained NER

3.3 Intention Generation

In order to overcome the deficiency of gold-standard summary, we hypothesize that the indirect
information, such as the title, contains the aim of complaint reports through our observation [14]. Since
the summary is related to the entity and intention, how to obtain each intention of Chinese complaint
report becomes a necessary part. Therefore, we select the 100 titles which describe the intention of
urban problems based on each problem category. The sequence-to-sequence model provides us with
certain choices in designing our encoder and decoder. The intention generation model extends the
recently abstractive summarization of [32], which is a standard Transformer model with BERT as the
pre-trained language model.

The semantic features are essential for the representation of Chinese complaint reports. Due to
the characteristic of Chinese, we choose the Chinese BERT-base [33] as the pretraining language
model to obtain various semantic features. After BERT encoding, the hidden state of the text can
be represented as:

Hdi = BERTENC (di) (1)

where BERTENC (.) is BERT encoding representation with the special label [cls] which represents the
sentence embedding vector.

The intention sentence can be synthesized in a sequence of tokens Ic = (y1, . . . , ym). The decoder
follows a standard Transformer decoder, which is to generate the output summary by predicting the
next token ym given the previous output hidden state hm−1. It can be represented as:

Hm = Trans
(
hm−1, HOi , v

)
(2)

where Trans (.) is a Transformer model and v is the fixed length representation.
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3.4 Summarization Generation

In order to construct the gold-standard summary for generated model training, we propose a
combination strategy in Chinese complaint text. The combination strategy can be described following
two steps: (1) entity combination: merge the entities where entity location is continuous and entity
type is same to obtain the complete entity. (2) combination of intention and complete entity: insert
the complete entities (the location, organization and person) before intention as the gold-standard
summary. An example of the combination strategy is shown in Fig. 3.

Shen District LOC Loc:1-2 Chuang Road LOC Loc:3-4

Shen District Chuang Road LOC Loc:1-4

Entity Combination

Intention

Entity Set Intention

Summary without 
human labeling

Road Noise with running trucks

The problem of Road Noise with running 
trucks in Shen District Chuang Road

Figure 3: An example of combination processing

After obtaining text-summary pair, a sequence-to-sequence model is utilized to generate the sum-
mary S of complaint reports, shown in Fig. 4. The pseudocode of generated strategy is demonstrated
in Algorithm 1.

Complaint Report

Self-Attn
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Feed-forward

Add&Norm

Generated summary
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Add&Norm

Cross-Attn
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Feed-forward

Add&Norm

Sequence-to-sequence model
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BiLSTM

Complaint Report

Entity Extractor
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Knowledge Graph

FCM

Encoder

Decoder

Distribution probability 

Figure 4: The structure of generated summary model
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Algorithm 1: Summarization generation
Output: The generated summary with extracted entity
Input: extracted entity and generated intention
1 step 1: Entity combination #obtain the complete entity
2 if ei == ej and ei_E + 1 == ej_S: #entity type is the same and the start-end is continuous
3 ei = ei + ej; #generate the complete entity
4 ei_S = ei_S; #set the start location of complete entity
5 ei_E = ej_E; #set the end location of complete entity
6 step 2: Combination of complete entity and generated intention
7 for ec in complete entity sets: #traverse each entity in the complete entity set
8 labeled_summary = ec+ Ic; #the combination of the c-th entity ec and complaint intention Ic

9 step 3: Summary generation #input the complaint reports and labeled_summaries into the seq2seq
model

10 Ss = word_embedding (source_data);
11 SG = word_embedding (labeled_summary);
12 generated_summary = seq2seq (Ss, SG);

3.5 Fact Corrector

In order to improve the fact corrector of generated summary obtained in Section 3.4, a factual
consistency module (FCM) is utilized. FCM is the Transformer model with a graph attention module.
The fact corrector is to directly prevent the adaption of pre-trained model and guarantee entity
consistency. Similar to the state-of-the-art factual consistency model UniLM [34], parameters of pre-
trained model are initialized through BERT-base model. The fine-tuning process is to train a denoising
autoencoder. Compared to previous work [19,34], the fact corrector is based on a graph attention
mechanism. It can randomly replace with another entity of the same entity type. The summary and
complaint report are input into corrector to recover the original summary. The structure of FCM is
shown in Fig. 4.

4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Dataset

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we use product reviews and complaint
reports as our evaluation datasets, covering both general and specific-domain summarization tasks.
The complaint records are from 12345-hotline in Shenyang, which are available on the official munic-
ipal website (shenyang.gov.cn). The description and length distribution of 12345-hotline complaint
reports are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. It can be observed that the length of complaint report
is almost 50–90 tokens(segmented by Chinese character). In Fig. 5, complaint reports contain various
problem types and handling departments. A sample of typical complaint records is shown in Table 2.

Moreover, we use business customer reviews-Yelp dataset challenge (Yelp) following [16,35] and
the Amazon dataset [36]. Amazon dataset includes 4 categories: electronics, clothing, shoes and
jewelry, home and kitchen, health and personal care. There are no gold-standard summaries for two
large training corpora, while the small test sets have summaries written by Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) crowd-workers.

shenyang.gov.cn
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Figure 5: The distribution of urban problem data
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Figure 6: The length of complaint text

Table 2: An example of typical complaint records

Title Categorization Complaint record Handling
department

Community greening
problem

Urban construction I am the owner of Baolai
Mayflower Phase iii,
Shenhai District. The road
is being repaired at the
west gate of our
community. There has a
six-meter-wide green belt
outside the community.
However, the green belt is
gone now. There is only a
little more than two meters
of pavement.

Urban construction
bureau

Smell water problem House maintenance I am a resident of Unit 3,
No. 88-3, Zhulin Road,
East District. The smelly
water returned from the
exterior scene of my unit is
unmanaged. There is no
property in the community.

Sub-district office

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Title Categorization Complaint record Handling

department

Community fire escape
problem

Public security Cars have been stopped in
the middle of Garden east
road influencing cars to
move. If an emergency
occurs in the
neighborhood, ambulance
and fire lorry will not be
able to enter. It has not
been solved by calling 122
two or three times.

Traffic police brigade

4.2 Implementation

For entity extraction, the pre-trained model is trained with the Chinese Wikipedia corpus.
For summarization generation, we utilize a standard Transformer encoder [37], pre-initialized with
Chinese BERT-base, consisting of 110 M parameters. In addition, in order to keep the same hyperpa-
rameters of compared models, we use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with an initial learning rate
of 0.1. Beam size is set as 5. The maximum generation length is 40. In total, we run 500 training epochs
for abstractive summarization task. For Yelp and Amazon datasets, an entity represents the same
product in business reviews. The pre-trained model is set as BERT-base. The same hyperparameters
and parameters are utilized for Yelp and Amazon.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Automatic Evaluation

We report Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) F1 scores [38] as the
evaluation scores on Yelp, Amazon and the complaint datasets. ROUGE metric includes ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L, etc. ROUGE-1/2 is to count the n-gram (1 or 2) matches between generated
summary and gold-standard summary. The gold-standard summary of Yelp and Amazon is the
labelled summary in small test sets by AMT while that of Chinese complaint reports is the combination
of entity and intention. The overlapped unigram and bigram are reported as the assessing of
information. On the contrary, the longest common subsequence is to evaluate the generated summary
fluency.

Tables 3 and 4 show the experimental results on the Yelp and Amazon datasets. Compared to
Opinosis and OpinionDigest which only consider opinion popularity, our model performs the best.
Although our model is not a fully unsupervised framework, labeled data is easier to require by
the combination of entity and title in customer reviews. The opinion popularity is essential for the
review corpora. Reversely, a simple framework based on sequence-to-sequence model without review
popularity can obtain a comparable result. It can infer that our model benefits from the ability of the
combination of intention and entity to learn effective language features despite being unsupervised and
abstractive. Moreover, although copy-mechanism has been useful in previous summarization models
(CopyCat), it is still below the performance of our model. The summary generated by CopyCat is
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better aligned with reviews, while the detailed information is limited. It can consider that our model
keeps the balance of review alignment and detailed information. We then compare our model with
state-of-the-art models which lack supervision. It demonstrates that our model obtains an outstanding
performance owing to the complaint structure (entity, intention). Although the proposed model falls
short of ConsistSum and TransSum that have the advantage of aspect and sentiment, we believe this
is because the aspect and sentimental features influence the quality of generated summary while our
model does not consider these specific features of reviews.

For Yelp dataset, it can be observed that the result of our proposed model is slightly higher than
that of PlanSum in ROUGE-L. Meanwhile, the same situation exists for Amazon dataset, when the
proposed model compares to CopyCat model. We infer that the proposed model manages to capture
more variety in generating the summary of review corpora.

Table 3: Automatic evaluation of the proposed model on Yelp

Model Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

LexRank [39] 25.15 2.64 13.37
Opinosis [21] 25.15 2.61 13.54
MeanSum [16] 28.86 3.66 15.91
OpinionDigest [15] 29.30 5.77 18.56
PlanSum [23] 30.14 4.99 17.65
CopyCat [17] 29.47 5.26 18.09
ConsistSum [40] 32.65 7.49 20.87
sequence-to-sequence + NER 30.96 7.42 18.67

Table 4: Automatic evaluation of the proposed model on Amazon

Model Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

LexRank [39] 28.74 5.47 16.75
Opinosis [21] 28.42 4.57 15.50
MeanSum [16] 29.20 4.70 18.15
OpinionDigest [15] – – –
PlanSum [23] 32.87 6.12 19.05
CopyCat [17] 31.97 5.81 20.16
ConsistSum [40] 33.32 5.94 21.41
TranSum [35] 34.23 7.24 20.49
sequence-to-sequence + NER 33.27 6.95 21.08
Note: ∗Our model results are in bold. “-” is to indicate unreported results or unfound outputs.

Table 5 reports ROUGE scores in 12345-hotline complaint text. Our model obtains a significant
improvement in ROUGE scores. We find that our model with entity set improves ROUGE-L scores
by more than 16 compared with LexRank. It can demonstrate that the entity-based generated model
substantially improves the coherence and reduces redundancies in generated summary. Moreover, the
scores of Rouge-1/2 improve 15 and 14. The results confirm that our model is suitable for complaint
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text although it is a simple model. We can consider that the structure of proposed model captures the
various semantic features.

Table 5: Automatic evaluation of proposed model on complaint dataset

Model Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

LexRank 40.13 30.74 38.31
Seq2seq 46.68 23.55 42.33
Seq2seq + NER 55.21 44.74 54.35

Although the difference exists in Chinese complaint reports and English reviews, the above result
can be proved that the proposed model can be utilized in Chinese or English corpora. We infer that
the different pre-trained language model plays the vital role in summarization model. In general, the
proposed framework can obtain a comparable result in Yelp and Amazon dataset to some extent.
These results can demonstrate that the proposed model is effective for real application. Moreover, for
Chinese complaint reports, the proposed framework achieves an obviously success of the generated
summary. It can be proved that the generated summary of the proposed model is coherent and contains
the salient information.

4.3.2 Human Evaluation

In addition to automatic evaluation, we also assess generated summaries by eliciting human judg-
ments. Informativeness, coherence and redundancy are utilized to evaluate the quality of generated
summary by 3 urban problem administrators [17,23,41]. The 3 user criteria are illustrated as follows:
Informativeness: salient information (concern complaint intention, location, or organization) exists
in the generated summary. Coherence: summary is coherent and easy to read. Redundancy: summary
is avoided by the overlapped information and has less redundancy.

The framework’s ability to generate a summary with NER is shown in Table 6. Firstly, compared
to Lexrank, our proposed model obtains a promising result. The result of standard sequence-to-
sequence model is lower than LexRank without NER. Since LexRank extracts several sentences, the
process ensures the informativeness of generated summary. However, the redundancy and coherence
scores of LexRank are lower than those of sequence-to-sequence because of the ability to generate new
tokens. The generated summary of sequence-to-sequence is better compressed than that of LexRank.
Moreover, the improvement of sequence-to-sequence model with NER is higher than the improvement
of LexRank with NER. It can demonstrate that NER module effectively helps the performance of
proposed model. Finally, with the fact corrector, the sequence-to-sequence model generates summaries
in a more concise language. It can infer that the fact corrector module can improve the faithfulness,
conciseness and readability of generated summary.

4.3.3 Case Study

In order to demonstrate the factual consistency of summary generated by our model, a case study
is shown in Table 7. Colors show the same entity type between complaint text and generated summary.
The underlined text represents the incorrect information in the generated summary. As shown in
Table 7, the traditional sequence-to-sequence model generates the summary with incorrect entities
or without entities. On the contrary, the generated summary of proposed model contains the correct
entities and intention. The result demonstrates: (1) the proposed model combining entity extraction
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and intention can generate meaningful summaries from thousands of urban problem complaint data
and (2) entity extraction indirectly produces control-label summaries in terms of factual consistency.

Table 6: The human evaluation result of the proposed model on complaint reports

Model I-score C-score R-Score

LexRank 1.338 2.397 1.387
+NER 1.438 2.461 1.573
+ Fact corrector 1.546 2.525 1.592
Sequence to sequence 1.232 2.412 1.446
+NER 1.644 2.814 1.859
+ Fact corrector (our) 1.682 2.956 1.921

Table 7: case study of the proposed abstractive summarization model

Entity Complaint Summary wo entity Summary w NER

Entity with location I reflect that LOC A has started
heating on December 1 and the
temperature is nearly 15 degrees.
The heating company is ORG A.
We have reported this matter to
the heating company many times
but did not solve the problem.
Please investigate and deal with
the relevant departments.

The problem that heating
does not meet the standard

The problem that heating
does not meet the
standard in LOC A.

Entity with organization I had reported that LOC A is a
fire escape occupied by the two
residential properties. A property
puts stone bent down and rents
the land to a second-hand car
company. I want to complain to
property ORG A that occupies
the fire escape many times.

The problem of ORG B
property occu-pying a LOC B
fire escape.

The problem of property
ORG A occupying the
fire escape.

Entity with person I am a resident of LOC A. I have
paid a lump sum for the new
rural insurance scheme from
2011 to 2020. It was given in cash
without any receipts to PER A, a
female worker in LOC A.
However, my account only
showed my expenses. I hope
relevant departments can verify
and deal with it.

The problem that ORG A
does not act.

The problem that PER A
does not act.

(Continued)
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Table 7: Continued
Entity Complaint Summary wo entity Summary w NER

Entity with all My wife PER A is 60 years old,
living in LOC A. PER A has
been paid new farming and social
security in August. PER A began
to deal with retirement. PER A
should take 1221 yuan fee per
month. However, until now, we
have not received the retirement
salary for nearly 2 months. The
office of ORG A tells me to wait
until the end of September.
Please solve it as soon as possible

The problem of ORG A
retirement issues.

The problem of ORG A
PER A retir-ement issues
in LOC A.

The first three examples in Table 7 illustrate that only one type of entity supplement generates
the abstractive summary with inadequate information. It can be observed that only one type of entity
combination lacks salient information concerning entities. Moreover, the last example is the proposed
model with all entity types. It can be shown that our model performs robustly even for numerous
complaint reports. Since the proposed model considers the structure of complaint summary (location,
person, intention, etc.), the quality of generated summary is not affected by the length or the entity
number of complaint text. We can consider that the generated summary expresses a better-informed
ability. Meanwhile, it can be proved that the proposed model provides a handling processing to quickly
solve the urban problem for government.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We describe a simple yet powerful framework with a weakly supervised model to solve the
problems of factual consistency and label absence for complaint abstractive summarization. Our
proposed model is an entity-based abstractive summarization. It does not heavily rely on gold-standard
summaries. Evaluation experiments on Yelp, Amazon and complaint reports demonstrate that our
proposed framework outperforms other state-of-the-art unsupervised summarization approaches. It
can be proved that the proposed summarization framework can help in dealing with complaint reports
and effectively reducing the manual cost of city development for government department.

Text-To-Text Transfer Transformer (T5) can solve a variety of tasks as simple text-to-text mapping
problems. It is considered as the further language model. Moreover, the proposed model aims to
construct a pseudo text-summary pair without any fact reasoning. Therefore, fact reasoning should
be investigated. Finally, the other indirect information can be studied as the intention of complaint
reports.
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